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“SHINE A LIGHT ON ME”
The Solero Accento click-on light fits around the mast of the Teatro, it’s a nice
addition that gives the parasol just a little bit more appeal. When you point the
lamp downwards you can easily read a book under it, but when you turn the
Accento click-on light around you’ll create indirect mood lighting, which is ideal to
make the summer nights last a little longer.

DYED BEFORE WEAVING
The canvas is made of a durable heavy quality and is guaranteed colorfast. Blue will
remain deep blue, even after several years. Every fiber is colored individually before
being weaved. On top of that, we’ll provide you with a gray protective cover for your

SOLERO® TEATRO PRO

parasol, free of charge.

The Teatro parasol is the smallest member of the Solero family. This garden parasol has a cloth
diameter of 270cm. The parasol cloth is made of a solid, heavy quality and is guaranteed to be fade
resistant. The parasol cloth is made of a solid, heavy quality and is guaranteed to be fade resistant.
After a number of years your blue parasol will be, well, still blue!
You can turn the Solero Teatro open and closed within a few seconds and the parasol is very easy

THE CHOICE IS YOURS

to transport. So the Solero Teatro is also a welcome item at the campsite. But particularly in your

The Teatro can be securely fastened in several ways, for

garden, it will serve you well. Definitely with the Solero Accento click-on light.

example, you can choose to go for a mobile, fillable
pedestal, a ground anchor that can be settled in the
ground while pouring concrete, or a granite pedestal
of 60 kg with wheels. It’s your choice to pick whichever
option is easiest for your patio.
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DIMENSIONS*
Ø

27
0

SPECIFICATIONS &
PRICES

251,5
202
110

Item number

Description

828.30.colour

DELIVERY FROM STOCK*

Price in € excl. VAT

Price in € incl. VAT

Teatro Ø 270 cm

161,16

195,-

Free protectioncover

yes

527.40.99

Fillable base Teatro

49,59

60,-

Cantilever sunshade

no

527.35.55

Ground anchor Teatro

70,25

85,-

Central pole

yes

535.30.35

Concrete base 35 kg

82,60

99,95

Telescopic system

no

535.31.60

4x wheels for concrete base 35 kg

41,32

50,-

Light included

no

535.30.45

Concrete base 45 kg

115,70

140,-

Fade-resistant cloth

yes

535.55.00

Granite base 55 kg

181,82

220,-

Pole in two parts

yes

535.30.10

Steel grass spike

73,55

89,-

Tiltable

no

535.24.54

Accento click-on light

73,55

89,-

With rotating device

no

Side inclanation

no

Valance (without add. costs)

no

Images of feet and anchors can be found on pages 96-97
Lighting and heating can be found on pages 82-87

CHOOSE FROM 6 CLOTH COLOURS

A REFRESHING FRAME COLOUR

Specifications

Operating system
Weight cloth per m2
Integrated rib ends

PEARLY WHITE
.42

PLATINUMGRAY
.177

TAUPE
.144

RED
.123

MARINENAVYW
.125

BLACK
.150

SILVERGREY

Number of ribs
Closes over the table
Pole diameter

*These dimensions were measured without base or ground anchor

winch
300 grams
no
8
yes
38 mm

*While stocks last

